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History oF tHe LingnAn FoundAtion

the Lingnan Foundation, formerly the trustees of Lingnan university, was first incorporated in the state of new york in 
1893 to support the development of a college in Canton (guangzhou), China, which had begun to offer classes in 1888. this 
college later became Lingnan university. 

After the change of government in China in 1949, the Arts and sciences faculties of Lingnan were merged with sun yat-sen 
(Zhongshan) university. From 1954 to 1979, the trustees conducted their work primarily in Hong Kong with several colleges 
that became the Chinese university of Hong Kong, and later, with the institution that is now Lingnan university, Hong Kong.
in 1980, the trustees resumed their activities in guangzhou, principally with sun yat-sen (Zhongshan) university on the for-
mer Lingnan campus and, since 1988, with sun yat-sen (Zhongshan’s) constituent, Lingnan (university) College.

the Foundation also supports institutions or organizations in the united states or elsewhere that reflect the Lingnan tradition 
or otherwise share the Foundation’s objectives.

More information about the history of the Lingnan Foundation and Lingnan university, including wonderful digitized photo-
graphs of the former institution, can be found in our archives housed in the yale university divinity school library.

Mission oF tHe LingnAn FoundAtion 

the Lingnan Foundation, an American philanthropy, seeks to contribute to the advancement of higher education in south 
China and, in this process, promote understanding between Chinese and Americans.  guided by the example of international 
collaboration embodied in the legacy of Lingnan university (founded in guangzhou, China, in 1888), the Lingnan Founda-
tion pursues its mission by supporting scholarly exchange, educational innovation, and service to society.

Vision stAteMent 
the relationship between China and the united states is of profound importance to the world’s future.  the Lingnan Foun-
dation believes that a cooperative relationship, founded on mutual understanding and respect, will enable our two countries 
to address common problems and reach shared goals effectively.  the Foundation further believes that higher education is a 
crucial venue for realizing these objectives.

the drive to internationalize tertiary education in both China and the united states will give rise to unprecedented opportu-
nities for collaboration between Chinese and American universities, scholars, and students. educators in all fields will seek 
innovative curricular and teaching models and new ways to bring scholars together. Accordingly, they will value the manner 
in which a liberal learning pedagogy encourages broad understanding and bridges cultural differences, and will look for the 
means and resources to incorporate liberal learning approaches into their teaching, research, and efforts to enhance engage-
ment with both societies.



grAnt guideLines And oBJeCtiVes

the Foundation has, at its core, a philosophy of responsive grantmaking. it strives to exemplify and promote relationships of 
mutual understanding and respect by responding to the priorities of our partner institutions in south China within the frame-
work of shared commitments to the development of higher education. Although its primary work is making grants, the Foun-
dation also seeks to serve as a resource in developing and facilitating contacts within the academic world between China and 
the united states.

guideLines:

the Lingnan Foundation pursues its Mission through grant-making activities that give special priority to institutions and pro-
grams with historic Lingnan affiliations. specifically: 

    * grants for programs at the following institutions:
    * Lingnan university, Hong Kong, and
    * sun yat-sen university (sysu), notably including its Lingnan (university) College.
    * Collaborative programs between these institutions and u.s. partners; and
    * W.t. Chan Fellowships Program

in general, the Foundation favors programs that serve as catalysts for innovation, and are in relevant areas where funding is 
unusually difficult to secure.

oBJeCtiVes:

in considering grant proposals, the Foundation judges their potential for contributing to the expansion of:

    * Liberal learning*;
    * service to society; and
    * institutional advancement and international cooperation.

* the Foundation believes that the hallmarks of a strong liberal learning pedagogy can be found in the classical learning 
traditions of both China and the west. these include a) a focus on student learning and teaching that promotes the mastery of 
analysis and expression, b) multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary inquiry, c) the integration of academic work with experi-
ence through community service, field study and internships, d) student participation in research and independent study, and 
e) international perspectives and exchange. A liberal learning approach can be incorporated into all academic disciplines and 
professional education programs. 



Lingnan University, Hong Kong is Hong Kong’s only liberal 
arts institution of higher education and was founded through 
the efforts of Lingnan alumni in 1967.  With a student body of 
approximately 2,500 on a residential campus, the university 
seeks to emphasize teaching quality and develop students who 
are well-equipped to adapt in this changing world.   Website: 
www.ln.edu.hk

Sun Yat-sen University (sysu), guangzhou is a key compre-
hensive university in China with over 83,000 students on four 
campuses.  its main campus is located on the original Lingnan 
university Hong Lok campus.  Website: www.sysu.edu.cn

Lingnan (University) College at sun yat-sen university, 
guangzhou, was founded in 1988 with the strong support 
of Lingnan alumni.  in drawing on the traditions of the old 
Lingnan university, L(u)C strives for educational reform and 
outstanding academic achievement in the fields of economics 
and business administration.   Website: www.lingnan.org

The Lingnan FoUndaTion’S parTner inSTiTUTionS 

http://www.ln.edu.hk
http://www.sysu.edu.cn
http://www.lingnan.org


dear Friends,

 We are delighted to present the 2008-10 Lingnan Foundation Program and Activities Biennial report.  

 the Foundation’s on-going support of liberal learning, service to society; and institutional advancement and internation-
al cooperation since 2000 has seen exciting new developments in 2008-2010.  of particular significance in the area of liberal 
learning, sun yat-sen university established the Boya Ban interdisciplinary honors class program, a new campus-wide general 
education curriculum, and a liberal arts college.  sysu is widely recognized as a leader in China’s national effort to reform 
undergraduate education.  in the area of service to society, Lingnan university’s office of service Learning (osL) has garnered 
recognition as a regional leader. in 2007-9, the osL hosted two international conferences as well as gained official commenda-
tion as the recipient of a special HK$11 million grant from the university grants Commission (ugC).  the commitment and 
drive to develop in these areas has been remarkable and the potential for deep collaboration with American partners is especially 
striking. We look forward to working with our partner institutions to further such cooperative work and anticipate that our 2010-
2012 report will bring news of related developments.

 the W. t. Chan Fellowships Program remains a bright spot. in 2008, the Foundation decided to expand the program 
from 8 to 12 Fellows.  these carefully selected students from sun yat-sen university and Lingnan university spend six months 
in the united states immersed in service learning at uCLA and uC-Berkeley.   As one former Fellow noted, “As the new se-
mester begins here, i’ve met with some of ’09 fellows on campus, and learnt from their great experience in California. it’s also 
great to know that more and more students in Zhongda are willing to join W. t. Chan program and a rising number of people 
feel passionate about community service, too!”

 thank you for taking time to read more about the Foundation’s work in 2008-2010.  

 sincerely,

  Jane s. Permaul   Leslie stone

       
  Chair     executive director



granTS prograM
during the 2008-2009 fiscal years (from July 1, 2008 through June 30, 2010), the Foundation disbursed a total of $1,676,766 in 
grants, as follows (for continuing programs, some information from the spring of 2008 is also included below):

Sun Yat-sen University (SYSU)

Boya Ban Liberal Learning Class 
this honors program gives students on sun yat-sen university’s east Campus the opportunity to explore interdisciplinary course 
work and to study outside their major fields.  it is intended to promote critical thinking, improve research skills, and community 
engagement.  the Boya Ban has admitted 150 students for each class starting in 2008 and 2009.

special earthquake relief grant
this special grant was made to help sun yat-sen university contribute to the relief efforts for the szechuan earthquake of 2008.  
Lingnan Foundation support was used to help administer a post-quake mental health aid in the quake zone as well as assistance to 
sysu students directly impacted by the earthquake. 

young Administrative staff training  
this program identifies administrative staff members for professional training in Hong Kong or abroad.   the following adminis-
trators were selected for professional training abroad through fiscal year 2009:

name   department                    Host institution
Qu Qiongfei  Higher ed. research Center   university of California Berkeley
yu Zhantao  international Cooperation and exchange Pitzer College
Zhang Zhe  Alumni Affairs          Bryant university 

young Faculty development
this program selects young faculty members who study and conduct research abroad for up to a year.  the following individuals 
were selected for advanced study abroad during the fiscal years 2008 and 2009 (as well as a few who were at their host institutions 
in the spring of 2008):

name   subject    Host institution
Zhang yang  informatics    syracuse university
guo Bingru  Chinese Literature   stanford university
Zhuo Hui   english Literature   Cornell university
Wen Qiang  History    university of denver



Wang Chengzhi  international Law   temple university
Zhang yi   Chemistry/Physics          university of illinois at urbana-Champaign
Xian Jun   Applied Mathematics     yale university/university of Central Florida
Li ying    Management science   university of Washington
tan Ankui  Politics    university of Chicago
Zhang Xiaoyu  Communications   Maryland university
Li Hua   Chinese Philosophy       Christianity and China research Center
Jiao Bo   Law     Vermont Law school
Zheng yanfang  Comparative Literature  university of Michigan
Wang Jing  Chemistry    university of Wyoming
Zhang Lin  information systems   university of Maryland

Liberal Learning Programs
Created and led by sun yat-sen university faculty members, these programs seek to fulfill the goals of “liberal learning”.  As such, 
they are interdisciplinary programs geared toward undergraduate students that seek to engage them in primary research, enhance 
critical and creative thinking, and develop leadership skills. since 2003, ten programs have been selected for support by a multi-
disciplinary committee at sysu and the Lingnan Foundation. two of these programs continued into the 2008 and 2009 fiscal 
years:

Preservation and Practice of traditional Culture
this 3-year program ended in the summer of 2009 and promoted active involvement in interdisciplinary studies 
through the vehicles of the Lingnan Poetry society and the creation of an online Academic Forum of the Chinese 
stylistics institute of sun yat-sen university.  the Lingnan Poetry society engaged students in the living practice of 
traditional poetry, particularly ci poetry with southern intonations.  the online forum gave students, and all poetry lov-
ers, a modern community in which to preserve and practice this traditional poetic culture.

Chemistry and sustainable development
this three-year program ending in 2010 was designed to strengthen interdisciplinary understanding of chemistry and 
how it relates to sustainable development.  Professor Chen Liuping, dean of the Chemistry department, recruited 30 
students annually to join the program.

Visiting researchers 
the Foundation sponsored two research scholars from sociology professor Wang Jin’s lab at sun yat-sen university who travelled 
to new Haven to study the environmental impacts of rapid urbanization at Professor Karen seto’s lab at yale university.



Sun Yat-sen University, Lingnan (University) College (L(U)C)
general support: the Foundation continues to support the development of the college.  grant funds are used to invite experts to 
visit and lecture, recruit teachers from abroad, support faculty and students’ advanced study abroad, and their attendance at aca-
demic conferences (both international and domestic).

Lingnan Foundation Professorships Program  
the program recruits faculty from elsewhere to teach at L(u)C for either a semester or a year. 

the following experts served as Lingnan Foundation Professors in 2008-2009:
spring 2008: Hong Han, school of economics and Management of stanford university
Fall 2008: Pan Xia, Macao university of science and technology
spring 2009: Hong Han, school of economics and Management of stanford university
Fall 2009: guo Weiyu, university of nebraska at omaha

i. u. Lai Chaired Professorship in economics
through the Lingnan (university) development Fund, Ltd, HK, the Lingnan Foundation supported the creation of a chaired pro-
fessorship in economics to celebrate the memory of i. u. Lai.

Lingnan University, hong Kong (LUhK) 

the Foundation’s has supported the following programs at Lingnan university during fiscal years 2008 and 2009: 

Lingnan Visiting tutors
these tutors are young graduates from abroad who serve as english tutors and live in the residence halls during the academic year 
in order to promote an english speaking environment.  the Foundation has supported 3 tutors from 1999 through 2009. 

LuHK english Writer-in-residence 
english Writers-in-residence enhance the creative and imaginative aspects of Lingnan university’s offerings in english language 
literature and writing.  they guest lecture within the english department and offer campus-wide lectures on creative writing and 
the writing life.  Xu Xi, Hong Kong-born writer of fiction and essays, was in residence from February to May 2008.  Justin Hill, 
Hong Kong based novelist, was in residence from February to April 2010.

outgoing exchange student need-based Financial Aid program 
this program provides support for travel subsidies for the selected students who spend a semester abroad at partner institutions in 
north America. this program served 20 students in 2009.



Post-graduate student Conference travel scholarships 
the Foundation provides this support for Lingnan university post-graduate students to attend international conferences.  each 
year roughly ten students are able to attend conferences with the help of these scholarships.

service-Learning Visiting tutor scheme 
these tutors work with Lingnan university’s office of service-Learning to promote LuHK’s service-learning programs through 
a tutor-led and student-centered approach.  the project recruits two recent college graduates from abroad with service-learning 
experience.  they assist in developing and implementing service-learning programs/courses.  the tutors in residence during this 
reporting period were Corey reno from the university of California Los Angeles, stephanie Lee from the university of California 
Berkeley, Amy dinh from stanford university, and dick Chan from the university of California Los Angeles
 
service-Learning Conference at Lingnan university 
this conference was supported by a Foundation grant, which helped fund the 2nd Asia-Pacific regional Conference on service-
Learning theory and Practice of service-Learning: Cross-Cultural service-Learning Programme in Asia-Pacific region, spon-
sored by Lingnan university’s office of service Learning in the summer of 2009. nearly 250 participants from 15 countries 
attended the conference.

service-Learning summer Programs 
these programs give students an opportunity to widen their context for service-Learning beyond Hong Kong and to explore 
diverse communities and cultures.  More than 250 students participated in projects in Beijing, taiwan, and the united states in the 
summers of 2009 and 2010.

study Abroad Program
this program sends english majors for a summer of study in english programs abroad at Lingnan university’s partner institutions 
and thus fulfilling a requirement of their english degree.  Approximately thirty students  spent the summer of 2009 at the univer-
sity of york.

W. T. Chan Fellowships program
in 2001, the Lingnan Foundation established the Wing-tsit Chan Fellowships Program. in 2008 eight Fellows and in 2009 twelve 
Fellows were competitively selected from the Foundation’s partner institutions to take part in a six month service-learning pro-
gram in cooperation with the university of California Los Angeles and the university of California Berkeley. the Chan Fellows 
work as interns in nonprofit organizations within the Los Angeles and san Francisco Bay areas where they seek to make lasting 
contributions. they live in American homes and attend seminars, cultural events, and weekly group meetings. the Fellowships 
commemorate the late Professor Wing-tsit Chan, former dean of the original Lingnan university in guangzhou and distinguished 
Professor of Chinese Philosophy and religion.  



We congratulate the following exceptionally dedicated students on their selection as the 2008 and 2009 W. t. Chan Fellows.  

2008 Los Angeles W. t. Chan Fellows

Chiang Xirong, syliva, worked at the City of Los Angeles Mayor’s 
office (Los Angeles river Project) on revitalizing and remaking the 
Los Angeles river into public park space by coordinating with city 
government and more than 300 community-based organizations to 
support the goals of communities along the river.

dong Yun, doreen, worked at Public Counsel, a pro bono law firm 
where she sought to defend the interests of children in Los Angeles by 
advancing the goal of a safe, healthy and actively educational environ-
ments for all children.

hung Ka ho, Billy, worked at Heal the Bay, which seeks to protect 
the safety and sustainability of seafood and the quality of the water in 
the Los Angeles area through pubic information outreach campaigns.

in his internship, gao Zhenxian, ryan, supported integrated commu-
nity development in Los Angeles at Local initiatives support Cor-
poration, which serves as fiscal agent for non-profit construction and 
infrastructure development projects.

2008 W. t. Chan Fellows and their internships:

Yang gang’s, Martin, internship placement was at the Chinese new-
comers Association in san Francisco, where he helped to pormote 
immigrant self-efficacy.

ou Zhujun’s, Jasmine, internship was at the institute for international 
education where she helped to organize delegations of international 
visitors and plan their learning experiences in the united states.

pang Ching Yee, Penny, worked at Forge assisting refugees in Af-
rica and helping to eliminate poverty in Africa.

Zheng dandan, Jessica, interned at youth service California, which 
supports organizations state-wide who involve youth in service-learn-
ing and making change in their communities.



Chan Chuek Lai, Jenifa, interned with two 
organizations in Los Angeles: sierra Club and 
the Venice Family Clinic. At sierra Club, she 
worked on the Water Conservation ordinance 
research Project and the recycling Ambassador 
Program with the Zero Waste Committee. At the 
Venice Family Clinic, she created a database for 
the giveaway Books Program and worked on the 
Latino Leaders research Project and the solar 
Panel research Project.

guo Yanping, irene, interned at the Bay Area 
Video Coalition, a non profit organization based 
in san Francisco which inspires social change by 
enabling the sharing of diverse stories through 
art, education and technology. she worked spe-
cifically for the next generation program, which 
empowers youth from low-income families to 
express themselves, to document their commu-
nity life, and to broaden their views of possible 
career paths.

Chen rui, ray, worked at the Venice Family 
Clinic, whose mission is to provide free and 
quality health care to people in need. He engaged 
in projects to create an electronic database of all 
volunteers, to organize fundraising and network-
ing outreach to Hispanic leaders in L.A, and to 
analyze the feasibility of the clinic’s use of solar 
power.

Li Junbao, Julian, worked at Asian Pacific 
environmental network (APen), which seeks 
to empower low-income Asian Pacific islander 
(APi) communities to achieve environmental and 
social justice. He was involved specifically with 
the Power in Asians organizing (PAo) project, 
which works with a pan-Asian immigrant com-
munity in oakland to promote social justice.

Chen Wenchao, Frances, interned at institute 
of international education in san Francisco. she 
worked on the international Visitor Leaderships 
Program, which is designed to increase interna-
tional understanding and co-operation by hosting 
international visitors from government, business, 
education, and the arts. France helped them to 
obtain firsthand knowledge about the united 
states, its people, policies, and culture and to 
establish lasting professional relationships. 

Mo ni interned oakland Asian Cultural Center 
(oACC). A thriving community arts organiza-
tion, the oACC promotes cross-cultural under-
standing for present and future generations and 
builds vibrant communities through Asian and 
Pacific islander American (APiA) arts and cul-
ture programs designed to foster intergeneration-
al and cross-cultural dialogue, cultural identity, 
collaborations, and social justice.

2009 W. t. Chan Fellows and their internships:



Qin Lei, Kingsley, worked at the Asian Pacific 
American Legal Center of southern California 
(APALC), which advocates for civil rights, pro-
vides direct legal services and impact litigation, 
and builds coalitions among Asian Pacific Ameri-
cans to create a more equitable and harmonious 
society. Kingsley supported policy analysis and 
advocacy in the Policy and immigrants right 
Program as well as researching Asian Pacific 
American voting patterns.

Wang Teng, tom, interned at the Coalition 
for Humane immigrant rights of Los Angeles 
(CHirLA), which seeks to build coalitions, 
provide community education and outreach, and 
organize for policy advocacy. He worked specifi-
cally on the Policy & Advocacy team and the 
organizing team. He sought to bring Chinese 
communities in the Los Angeles area into the 
national reform immigration for American cam-
paign.

So Lai Ting, Jasmine, worked at the yWCA 
santa Monica/Westside, which seeks to empower 
women and girls by creating opportunities for 
growth and leadership. she is focusing on a me-
dia awareness compaign and fundraising efforts 
for the yWCA and the girls in Action program, 
which is a leadership program for middle school 
girls.

Wang Xinni worked at the uC Berkeley Art 
Museum and Pacific Film Archive, which seeks 
to inspire the imagination and ignite critical 
dialogue through art and film. she was involved 
in planning and organizing several Asian art 
exhibitions with curators and exploring art cri-
tique. Xinni was also involved in other aspects 
of museum management, including fundraising 
operations, trustees connections, and education 
programs.

Cui Wenmin, Vic, interned for the stanford 
Programs division of ViA, an independent, non-
profit, educational exchange organization that 
provides us-Asia public service and educational 
exchange opportunities. she helped develop and 
coordinate short-term, focused, cross-cultural 
study programs for students of Asia’s top univer-
sities focusing on specific themes such as health 
care, poverty and homelessness, or volunteerism. 

Xiao Qi, emily, interned in the Los Angeles city 
government’s Human relation Commission, 
which seeks to reduce discrimination and vio-
lence and to improve intergroup relations. she 
worked on the Watts gang task Force, the Pre-
vention intervention and education Program, and 
a self-designed media plan for Chinese American 
community, which sought to promote communi-
cation between city government and the Chinese-
American community.

2009 W. t. Chan Fellows and their internships:



W. t. Chan Program Administration
For administering the W. t. Chan Fellowships Program, the Foundation provided grants to uCLA’s Bruincorps and dashew Cen-
ter for office of international students and scholars and to the university of California-Berkeley’s Cal Corps for Public service.

W. t. Chan Fellow selection
the institute of international education (iie)/Hong Kong office manages the recruitment and selection for the W. t. Chan Fellow-
ships.

Cooperative programs
these programs feature cooperation between the Foundation’s partner institutions in China and institutions/organizations in the 
united states and elsewhere.

yale-China Association  

yale-China english teaching Program
the Lingnan Foundation continues to support the yale-China teaching programs that bring two yale-China english 
teaching Fellows annually to Lingnan (university) College, sysu and two Fellows to sysu’s school of Humani-
ties.   the following yale graduates were in guangzhou during the fiscal years of 2008 and 2009: Colin Campbell 
and elizabeth Fulton (arriving in 2009), Alexa Verme and Hanna sufrin (arriving in 2008), and Celia Choy and Peter 
Friedman (arriving in 2007).

yale-China Law Program
An earlier Foundation grant to support u.s. law teachers at sun yat-sen university’s school of Law has been re-imag-
ined as a program to bring sysu law doctorate students to the u.s. to study and practice public interest law.

China education initiative
A Foundation grant was used to support four teaching Fellows from sun yat-sen university.  China education initiative sends 
teams of four recent university graduates, in pairs of one Chinese graduate and one u.s. graduate, to teach in underserved rural 
schools in yunnan.

guangzhou english training Center for the Handicapped
Foundation support was used to send a student from the guangzhou english training Center for the Handicapped (getCH) to the 



Asia u.s. service-Learning program hosted by stanford university in the summers of 2009 and 2010 as well as to help getCH 
students travel to service internships and the 2nd Asia-Pacific regional Conference on service-Learning.

Hong Kong America Center
Foundation support helped run a student leadership conference in which 125 students from guangzhou, Hong Kong, and Macau 
considered the role of civil advocacy in addressing the impact of environmental degradation on health in the Pearl river delta.

university of Albany, suny
Foundation support was used to run two conferences, one in guangzhou in January 2009 and one in Albany, new york in May 
2010.  the conferences’ goals were to foster research collaborations between doctoral students and faculty at sun yat-sen univer-
sity and scholars from the urban China research network as well as to provide all scholars the opportunities to utilize cutting-
edge urban theories and methodologies in field research conducted in China and the u.s.

2008 W. t. Chan Fellowship retreat



Jane s. Permaul, Chair (from May 2009)
Assistant Vice Chancellor Emeritus, student 

Affairs and Adjunct Professor, education 
university of California, Los Angeles

Los Angeles, CA 

shirley L. Mow, Chair (until May 2009)
Educational Consultant

new york, ny

Alexander Banker, treasurer
Director of Investments, yale university

new Haven, Ct

ralph e. Lerner, secretary
Partner, Withers, Bergman, LLP

new york, ny

shenyu Belsky
Program Director, southern China 

rockefeller Brothers Fund
new york, ny and guangzhou, China

 

Kenyon Chan
Chancellor, university of Washington Bothell

Bothell, WA

Chi-Chao Chan
Head, immunopathology section and Chief 
Histology Core, national eye institute ar the 
national institute of Health
Bethesda, Md 

Frederic C. Chang
Associate Dean of graduate Medical 
education and Emeritus Professor of Surgery 
university of Kansas school of Medicine
Wichita, Ks

edward C. Chow
Senior Fellow, energy Program, Center for 
strategic & international studies
international Business Consultants
Leesburg, VA

Bobby Fong
President, Butler university
indianapolis, in

Larry Hudspeth
Assistant Dean of Finance, uCLA school of 
the Arts and Architecture
Los Angeles, CA

Elizabeth D. Knup
Chief Representative, Pearson China and 
President, Pearson education China 
Beijing, China

Board oF TrUSTeeS 2008-2009 



Helena Kolenda
Program Director for Asia, the Henry Luce 

Foundation, inc.
new york, ny

Michael o. Magdol (until May 2008)
Vice Chairman, Fiduciary trust Company 

international
new york, ny

douglas P. Murray
President Emeritus, Lingnan Foundation

new york, ny

edward J.M. rhoads
Professor Emeritus, university of texas/

Austin
Bronxville, ny

roy C. sheldon
Faculty, the Hackley school and Principal 
China Business Associates
ridgewood, nJ

Michael Woo
Dean, Cal Poly Pomona, College of 
environmental design
Los Angeles, CA

Honorary trustee:
tung Au
Professor Emeritus, Carnegie Mellon 
university
Walnut Creek, CA

Leslie B. stone
executive director

William Barnett
grants and Program officer

stAFF



How to apply for Lingnan Foundation funding:
there are no application forms for proposals to the Lingnan Foundation.  Project possibilities are usually discussed informally 
with a staff member before a submission is made.  grant decisions are generally made in november with a september 15 dead-
line for submissions, but please inquire directly about submission timing.  

Proposals are accepted only from non-profit educational institutions; grants are not made to individuals.

ContriButors
We are grateful to the following individuals for their support:

 edward rhoads
 Joseph Lai

interested friends can help by making a gift to the Lingnan Foundation.  gifts are accepted in accordance with the Lingnan 
Foundation gift policy, which is available upon request.  gifts, pledges, or letters of intent may be conveyed to:

 Lingnan Foundation
 442 temple street
 new Haven, Ct 06520-8223

 PHone:    203 432-1063
  FAX:     203 432 7246
 e-MAiL: Lingnan@yale.edu
 WeB:  www.lingnanfoundation.org

gifts, pledges, and donations of appreciated property with ascertainable market value are welcome, as are naming or memorial 
gifts (subject to the trustees’ acceptance). information on gifts by charitable testament or trust is available on request. 

Lingnan Foundation is a u.s. charitable (501(c)3) corporation.  Copies of our audited financial statements prepared by Pallman 
& Company are available on request.
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